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FIGURE D-l. EXPERIMENT M-487, HABITABILITY / CREW QUARTERS FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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SECTION II.
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Provide one copy of the crew logs taken.during operation of
experiments M487 and M516
Comm«nt» & Explanation!
Norn o
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The Payload Integration Section (S&E-ASTN-SDI) needs to assess the level of
housekeeping data for Experiment M-487, Habitability/Crew Quarters. These
data are needed 10 min before the experiment, once during midpoint, and at
the end of the experiment.
A hard copy of the data should be made available to the user.
Comments & Explanation:
These data will be used to measure and evaluate the experiment/carrier
interface so that Skylab Mission evaluation reporting requirements can be






















$i gn atu re Date
MSFC - Form 6S (October 1970)
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Temp, VCS, Wardroom Inlet Gas
Temp, VCS, Experiment Compartment Inlet Gas
Temp, VCS, Sleep Compartment Inlet Gas
Temp, VCS, M/C Inlet Gas
Temp, TCS, Wardroom Ceiling
Temp, TCS, Sleep Compartment Ceiling
Temp, TCS, Experiment Compartment Ceiling
Temp, TCS, Sleep Compartment Wall
Temp, TCS, Wardroom Stowage Locker
Temp, TCS, Wardroom Wall No. 1
Experiment Compartment Ceiling No. 2
MSFC - Form 65-1 (October 1970)
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SECTION VI.
EXPERIMENT M-487, HABIT ABILITY/CREW QUARTERS
ENGINEERING CHANGE REQUESTS
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Engineering Change Requests for Experiment M-487 are N/A.
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SECTION VII.
EXPERIMENT M-487, HABIT ABILITY/CREW QUARTERS
EVALUATION SEQUENCE
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SECTION VIII.
EXPERIMENT M-487, HABIT ABILITY/CREW QUARTERS
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EXPERIMENT M-487, HABITABILITY/CREW QUARTERS
MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS
The material contained in this section is an excerpt from Reference 8.
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17. Habitability/Crew Quarters, M487
The objective of Experiment 487 is to accumulate engineering
data concerning the habitability features of the OWS for use in
the design of future manned spacecraft. The functions to be per-
formed in achieving this objective are of a minor nature and entail
only a minimal malfunction analysis. Typical of the problem that
might be encountered is the restoration of an instrument, e.g.,
the velometer, to a useful state by replacing its batteries.
Table 17.1 Operational Functions and Malfunction Analysis
Items, M487
Operational Function Malfunction Analysis Item
17.1 Provide Air Flow
Measurement
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SECTION X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The measurement equipment used in Experiment M-487 is considered
off-the-shelf items. Minimum modification has been made to some
of the equipment so that it can be prepared for flight application.
An analysis of the measurement devices indicates that the hard-
ware is relatively simple and has a minimum chance of failure.
If a failure should occur, it would result in a Category III failure.
Based on our knowledge of the experiment, it is difficult to deter-
mine how the objective and subjective data are to be evaluated and
used in meeting the objectives of the experiment. We have been
unable to determine how the Principal Investigator (PI) intends to
use the design and performance data in evaluation of the M-487
experiment and the application of these data for future spacecraft
design.
A Systems Diagram (Figure D-3) has been devised and depicts how
crew activities, tasks, and attitudes are related to their living
quarters and environment. Tangible and intangible design attributes








The crew will select all or any one of the following tasks with







The crew will make subjective comments related to the above
activities and tasks by using the following parameters:
• Architecture
• Mobility Aids and Restraints








To evaluate the above parameters, certain portable measuring
instruments are provided and will be used where applicable:
• Velometer
• Sound Level Meter and Frequency Analyzer




Additional supportive equipment, e . g . , DAC, camera, film cassettes,
lenses, spotmeter, and CO2 dewpoint monitors, are used in the
performance of Experiment M-487.
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